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Esclarecimentos sobre notícia
Light S.A., a publicly-held company headquartered at Avenida Marechal Floriano, nº 168, second floor,
aisle A, in the city and state of Rio de Janeiro, registered with the CVM under no. 19879, inscribed in the roll
of corporate taxpayers (CNPJ/MF) under no. 03.378.521/0001-75 (”Company” or “Light”), hereby presents
the clarifications requested by OFFICIAL LETTER 531/2016/CVM/SEP/GEA-1 of November 18, 2016,
regarding the news item published in O Globo newspaper on November 17, 2016, , entitled “Adriana
Ancelmo recebeu de Metrô, CEG, Oi, Light, Braskem, EBX e até dos frangos Rica” (“Adriana Ancelmo
receveid from Metro, CEG, Oi, Light, Braskem, EBX and even frangos Rica”) (“News Item”), which the
transcription is found below
“Dear sir,
We are reporting to the News published in 11.17.2016, in O Globo – Blogs: “ Adriana
Ancelmo received from Metro, CEG, Oi, Light, Braskem, EBX and even frangos Rica”,
which contains the informations below:
Adriana Ancelmo will explain today the origin of the resources, which your office received
while Sergio Cabral was in the State government.
First, the concessionaires account. Metro Rio, transportation concession, received R$
1,950,790.96. Oi/Telemar telecommunications, received R$ 10,563,724.23. Light, electricity
concession, received R$ 3,598,825.28
The MPF investigation, conducted by the prosecutors Lauro Coelho Junior, José Vagos e
Eduardo El-Hage, between others, also found documents that show Sergio Cabral
management in the company of chickens, Rica. The company coincidentally paid R$
1,133,200.00, to Adriana Ancelmo office.
Portobello Hotel, where Cabral has a house, paid R$ 844,640.00.
Adriana also received an amount from companies involved in Lava-Jato’s process.
Banco Schain, received R$ 726,565.24, EBX, an Eike Batista company, received R$
1,000,000.00. Braskem, were R$ 2,121,763.94. Fecomércio, R$ 13,025,183.26”
We hereby declare that as in others contracts of legal services, the Ancelmo Advogados office doesn’t have
any distinction or favoritism. It is worthy to mention that their contract follows the hiring process applied to
other offices, which provide services to Light in labor area.

Furthermore, Light informs that this office receives R$ 35.29 (thirty five reais and twenty nine centavos) per
process/month, which is equivalent to a monthly amount of R$ 34,584.00 (thirty four Thousand, five
hundred reais and eighty four reais), corresponding to the total amount from the existence of the contract.
We reinforce that Light follows a strict hiring standard and an isonomic relation with all of our suppliers,
guided in Ethics Conduct, available in the Company’s website.
Having no further business to discuss at the moment, we will keep the market in general informed of any
future developments regarding this matter in a timely manner.

Rio de Janeiro, November 18, 2016.

Ana Marta Horta Veloso
Chief Business Development and IR Officer

